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Vineyards

Villa Sandahl's vineyards have the 
potential to bear such grapes,
which vinified by the best equipment 
and methods available,
result in wines with chance to be 
recognized on the world market,
as one of the best dry white wines.
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As can be seen from
the mission, Villa
Sandahl is very
concerned
about the
quality.

Every
single link

in left chain,
bottom to top,

do limit the final
wine quality level.

Consequently,
each of them must

be carefully controlled
& meticulously managed.

The vineyards are altogether 11 ha, south 
facing with steep Bazalt soil. 
Four of the vineyards are planted with 
Rajnai Rizling and one with Olasz Rizling.

All vineyards are now under heavy 
renovation, with planting, grafting and 
installing of new trellis systems.

Wine  style
Rajnai Rizling has naturally higher acidity 
and ripens slower in the autumn, and
seems to be the optimal choice in our 
excessively hot and dry vineyards.

The wine style is a combination of: 
Hungarian soil, French wine making and 
new world richness. That’s Villa Sandahl 
in short !
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We are not medal slaves,
but it is nice to get a qualified opinion.

Current wines



Contacts

www.villasandahl.com

Sweden
Christer Sandahl
+46 733 736008
christer@sandahl.com

Web  site (in  English)

Római utca 203 / 1.
8261 Badacsony

Hungary
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A  final  question
- What  are  two Swedish

families  doing in  Hungary  ?

- A friend of ours found a Hungarian 
girlfriend who invited us to come …
- We were lucky to also find vineyards with 
world class potential.
-We are entrepreneurs, and like things get 
going and happen.
- We are wine quality freaks and long term 
driven.

Badacsony
Zsolt Palkó
+36 30 530 4739
zsolt.villasandahl@gmail.com

Judit Mozdeny
+ 36 70 610 7255
mozdenyjudit.villasandahl@gmail.com

Sandahl Rezidencia

Middle in our vineyard “Genesis” we have
a lovely pension, with 10 beds in 4 rooms.
Use www.booking.com to reserve a room,
and enjoy a wine tasting in a great setting.


